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A b s t r a c t .  The distributed data library (DDL) was developed at the 
University of Liverpool partly to provide sparse matrix support for a par- 
allel commercial compositional oil reservoir simulation code. The DDL is 
a portable combination of C and Fortran that uses MPI as its underly- 
ing message passing layer. DDL sparse data structures contain not only 
pointers to standard matrix formats that can be passed directly to the 
matrix setup routines but also support user-definable properties associ- 
ated with operators applied to the sparse matrix. This paper describes 
the design and implementation of operator-specific properties within a 
distributed sparse object in more detail. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The E U R E K A  PARSIM project, [1], aims to produce an interactive 3-D oil reser- 
voir simulator.  This requires distributed memory  parallel processing to obtain 
the necessary computat ional  power. The underlying sequential code is a com- 
positional solver with several non-linear equations per grid block. The spatial 
discretization is based upon finite volume techniques, but the structure of the 
underlying matrices is fairly regular. 

As is described in [2], and summarized in [3], each t ime step requires the so- 
lution of a system of nonlinear equations via Newton's  method,  which is compu- 
tat ionally expensive. In the underlying sequential code, the associated Jacobian 
mat r ix  is formed explicitly and a preconditioned iterative solver is used to solve 
the system of linear equations at each Newton iteration. 

Therefore, it was impor tant  that  the sparse mat r ix  da ta  structures on each 
process were based upon the da ta  structures assumed in the sequential mat r ix  
set-up code. This allowed the parallel matr ix-setup to reuse nearly all of the se- 
quential code. Performanace and portabil i ty contraints atso required the parallel 
preconditioner to scale well and be effective on a range of processor configura- 

tions. 
The first point was not difficult to achieve, part ly because a s tandard sparse 

mat r ix  format  was already employed. The second was (and remains) a challenge. 
Some prel iminary results with a block preconditioner are found in [1]. 

Investigations into suitable parallel preconditioners, [4], suggested tha t  the 
DDL needed to include the ability to solve sparse tr iangular systems of linear 
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equations and support  for global row and column permutat ions of a matr ix  or- 
dering. This work also highlighted a design problem - calls to preconditioner 
set-up and solve routines should have a uniform calling sequence, but  different 
preconditioners form different secondary matrices associated with the precondi- 
tioning operation. 

Our solution was to allow user-defined "properties" to be associated with 
a matr ix  and the relevant operators. Therefore, a preconditioner set-up routine 
adds a property to a sparse matr ix object that  then contains all of the secondary 
information required by the solve routine. The inter-process communication pat- 
tern when performing an operation such as a matrix-vector multiplication can 
also be stored as a property and reused. 

2 D D L  D e s i g n  B a s i c s  

The DDL was developed in response to the requirements of the PARSIM project. 
Its emphasis therefore is somewhat narrow, but it was designed to be extensible. 
Further details can be found in [5]. 

The DDL assumes that  all objects are 1-D or 2-D matrices. These objects 
are distributed over a 1-dimensional process grid. Further, 2-D objects can be 
belong to one of two matr ix  classes - dense or sparse (all 1-D objects are dense). 
Within a class, objects may have a variety of types. Each type specifies the 
particular data  structures that  should be used to represent the object. Where 
possible, the choice of data  structure is left to the users so that they can select 
the more appropriate structure for their applications. However, one of the aims of 
the DDL is to hide data structure details and the data  manipulation required to 
perform an operation. Hence DDL procedures should accept objects of any type 
compatible with the specified operation. As examples, I /O procedures should 
be able to read and write any of the object types and a matrix-vector multiply 
procedure should accept both dense and sparse matrices of any type. At present, 
the variants of three sparse matr ix  formats are supported: compressed sparse 
row format,  compressed sparse column format and coordinate format (see the 
SPARSKIT reference, [6], for more details on these formats). 

An SPMD programming model is assumed, so that every process executes 
the same basic code. By being careful about the design of the application, it is 
often possible to make the sequential code a special case of the parallel code, 
which reduces maintenance costs further. As mentioned in the abstract, MPI is 
the underlying message passing layer. 

All DDL objects presently share the same distribution pattern, which is con- 
sistent with the block distribution of HPF in one dimension (and no other par- 
titionings in any other dimension). Thus, matrices can be distributed by rows or 
by columns across the processes. Notice that  this partitioning is by index, so that  
a 1000 by 1000 sparse matrix, stored in the distributed equivalant of compressed 
row format  and distributed over 4 processes, would have all of columns 1 to 250 
on process 0. If it was stored in compressed column format, then rows 1 to 250 
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would be on process 0. The number of non-zeros per process would not usually 
be the same. 

3 P r o p e r t i e s  

Sparse matrices are represented as a linked list of properties, as is discussed in 
detail in the next section. This design evolved from the requirements to keep 
auxiliary information about a sparse matr ix  that  was needed by a particular 
operator.  In a sequential setting, such information is often put  into real and 
integer work arrays that  are then passed into the required routines. Alternatively, 
reverse communication is utilised, such as in SPARSKIT and recent parallel 
extensions of SPARSKIT. Reverse communication removes the need for auxiliary 
information to be passed into a routine, but severely complicates its calling. 
It also means that  the managment  of the storage required for any auxiliary 
information becomes partly the responsibility of the user. 

The use of opaque handles for distributed objects in the DDL meant that  
it was relatively simple to encapsulate properties in an unobtrusive, yet easy to 
extend, manner.  The PETSc library from Argonne also exploits encapsulation 
but  it embeds the actual operators in the object definition. This is a good way to 
proceed when the operators are known in advance. However, the DDL approach 
of encapsulating properties is intended for the situation where the operator set 
cannot be predefined, where properties may be required by several operators and 
where different variants of an operator (such as forming a preconditioner) will 

have differing data  requirements. 
To illustrate the types of issues properties are intended to address, consider 

two of the base-level property classes that  are supported: permutations and 

communication patterns. 

3.1 P e r m u t a t i o n  p r o p e r t i e s  

While an object has a fixed physical partitioning across processes, it is possible 
to associate a global permutat ion to the object 's logical indices. Thus, matri- 
ces can have both row and column indices permuted in order to obtain a more 
favourable ordering for a given application. For instance, incomplete factorisa- 
tions, which define upper and lower triangular matrices from the original matrix,  
are a common and often effective class of preconditioner. Solving triangular sys- 
tems that  are derived from a matr ix  in something like a standard finite difference 
ordering has poor scalability, but the solution of triangular systems derived from 
a matr ix  with a red-black ordering, potentially has extremely good scalability 
properties. Such an ordering is easily possible by applying a permutat ion to the 

original matr ix  rows and columns. 
Notice that  the matr ix  elements are not redistributed. If both row and col- 

umn permutations were present, then a matr ix  element with index (• j )  in the 
original matr ix  would have index ( row_per la ( i ) ,  co l_perm( j  ) ) in the reordered 
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system. The implied mapping  of mat r ix  elements onto processes (ie. via the in- 
verse permutat ion)  is nearly opt imal  when permuting a finite difference ordering 
into a red-black ordering and is reasonable in several of the other cases relevant 
in PARSIM. A redistribution function, which would physically move mat r ix  el- 
ements according to the permutat ions,  would be a desirable complement  to the 
permutat ions,  but has not been written yet. 

3 . 2  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  p r o p e r t i e s  

It is imporant  to coordinate the gathers, sends, receives and scatters required 
within many  sparse operations. Consider matr ix-vector  multiplication, y = Ax,  
where A is distributed by rows across the processes. For row i, the owning process 
needs the values of x whose indices match  those of the non-zero elements ai,j. 
Conversely, it owns the elements Xlow to Xhigh, SO it will need to send a selection 
of these values to those processes where the column index of an owned non-zero 
value of A lies in the range low to high. Therefore, the process needs to have a 
list of which elements of x to send to other processes and a second list of which 
elements of x to receive from other processes. By storing these lists as properties, 
they are available for reuse. 

Given a mat r ix  distributed by rows, the matr ix-vector  mult iply routine on 
each process then consists of posting non-blocking receives to obtain the required 
off-process elements of x, buffering and sending the owned elements of x required 
by other processes, performing the partial  matr ix-vector  multiplications with the 
owned elements of z, completing the receive of off-process elements and ~hen 
completing the matr ix-vector  multiplication. 

Ordering the list by process number  is convenient when all of the elements 
of the distributed vector are available at once. In other situations, such as a 
tr iangular solve, it might  be advantageous to order the list by index value so 
tha t  elements can be dealt with as they become available or as they are required. 
For each element to be sent, there is a list of processes that  require that  element. 
For each element to be received, the process sending that  element is stored. Such 
communicat ion is very fine grain but this can be offset to a certain extent by 
using groups of non-blocking receives and sends. 

4 D D L  d a t a  s t r u c t u r e s  

As mentioned earlier, objects are represented as a nested collection of properties 
on each process. The structural representation for an object is identical on each 
process. Figure 1 provides an exampZe showing the salient features for a sparse 
matr ix  with permutations.  Each property has a header containing 4 basic fields: 

- t ype :  the type of the property (such as the object is a sparse matr ix ,  a dense 
vector or a communications pattern).  

- t ag :  used to give a unique name to a property. Current tags include a row or 
column permuta t ion  (of type dense vector) or a row communicat ions pat tern  
for matr ix-vector  multiply. 
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- prop:  a pointer to the next property at the current nesting level. 
- da t a :  a pointer to the type specific record containing the actual property 

information.  

These are shown as the linked list at the top level of Figure 1. The handle for 
a distr ibuted object is a pointer to the property header record for the object,  the 
left-most top record in the figure. In this header record, the p rop  pointer points 
to the first i tem in the list of special properties associated with the object, the 
process 's share of row permutat ions  in the example. 
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Fig. 1. Example sparse matrix data structure 

The da ta  area for a sparse mat r ix  object is pointed to by the d a t a  pointer in 
the header record; the da ta  area in Figure 1 lies immediately below the header 
record. I t  contains pointers to three distributed vectors, one for row indices or 
pointers, one for column indices or pointers and one for the actual element val- 
ues. In addition, it contains the dimension of the matr ix,  the total  number  of 
non-zeros, the da ta  type of the mat r ix  elements, the da ta  format,  which de- 
termines how the three vectors should be interpreted, information on the da ta  
stored on each process and information on the communications topology. The 
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permutat ions and the triple vectors that  contain the actual sparse matr ix  da ta  
are all vector objects. The image pointers for each vector points to the contiguous 
memory area where the appropriate data  values are stored. 

The communciations pattern property objects are somewhat more compli- 
cated and the interested reader is referred to [7]. 

5 S t a t u s  a n d  f u t u r e  d e v e l o p m e n t s  

The detailed documentation, [5, 7], and software for the current version of the 
DDL is available at h t t p  : / / s u p r .  s cm. l i v .  ac.  u k / - t  im/pars  im/pars  im. html. 
The software is not public domain. It is owned by the University of Liverpool, 
but  it is freely available for non-commercial experimentation and use. 

We feel that  the sparse matr ix DDL represents a flexible basis upon which 
to build a range of practical, parallel application software. 

There are a number of areas where future work is desired. These include: 

- performance testing on a range of parallel machines, 
- adding support for dense matrices, 
- providing support for a wider range of sparse matr ix  formats, 
- investigating new high-level objects, such as a sparse preconditioner, 
- investigating new object properties, 
- increasing the range of high-level operations supported, 
- investigating the integration of the library with HPF. 
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